
product perspective:
video converters

video converters

dvi to vGA converter
The DVI-VGA Converter changes your computer’s digital DVI signal to analog VGA video. The converter 
generates all the compatible digital to analog conversion signals to make the connection between the DVI-D 
input and the VGA output work. It supports video resolutions up to 1280x1024. Complies with FCC and RoHS 
standards. Two-year warranty.

vGA to dvi converter
The VGA-DVI Converter changes your computer’s analog VGA signal to single link digital DVI video instantly. 
The converter generates the compatible analog to digital conversion signals to make the connection between 
the VGA input and the DVI-D output work. It supports VGA and DVI-D monitors, including LCD flat panel 
monitors. Crisp and clear 1600x1200 video resolution is supported. Complies with CE, FCC, and RoHS 
standards. Two-year warranty.

tv to vGA & vGA to tv video converter
The VGA-CONVERTER MultiVideo System Converter allows the user to view computer video on a TV, or 
view TV/VCR/DVD video on a VGA computer monitor. This multi-format Video Converter also regenerates 
sync-pulses and can help stabilize weak video signals from multi-generation videotapes. Useful features include 
composite or SVHS selectable inputs and picture zooming. Complies with CE and FCC standards. 
Two-year warranty.

Quad screen splitter
The SPLITMUX-DVI-4 Quad Screen Splitter allows you to simultaneously display and monitor video signals 
from four different computers and/or video sources on a single screen. Additionally, the SPLITMUX-DVI-4 can 
switch one of the four attached computers to a shared keyboard and mouse for operation. Connect analog and 
digital devices to the splitter, and display images on a digital or analog monitor. Crisp and clear video resolution 
up to 1900x1200 is supported. Complies with CE, FCC, and RoHS standards.  Two-year warranty.
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